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ABSTRACT

1

What happens to our social media profiles when we die? The
episode "Be Right Back" as part of Netflix’s series "Black Mirror"1
provides a possible scenario. A digital avatar is created to communicate with close relatives which learns from past social media
activities of the deceased user. While the users entrust their social
media content to one or more companies, even after their death, it
may be reasonable to ask: What will the company really do with a
deceased user’s data: sell it to manipulate users or create advertisements? In this paper we tackle the issues of ownership, ethics, and
transparency of post mortem user data.

Social media is omnipresent, it affects our daily lives in every aspect,
and the next story, video, image, or tweet is just one tap away. We
post what we eat, how we exercise, what music we listen to, which
politicians we support and which career we pursue. Around 98% of
digital users between the age of 16 and 64 are social media users and
on average, each user has eight accounts on various social platforms
[1]. However, questions which have been raised more often recently
are: What will happen to my data when I die? Who will be able
to access, share and alter my data? How can my data be protected
in the future and who will own these data? Of course, the social
media profiles of deceased users could be simply frozen or deleted –
a way how Facebook is dealing with it at the moment2 . But, let’s go
into a different direction and think about the possibilities that come
with all the generated original content. What if my close relatives
would be able to view and share our shared (online) memories or
interact with my digital avatar, created on the foundation of my
previous social media content?
It’s not hard to imagine that these what if’s could be desired by
users to cope with grief and void after the loss of loved ones. Taking
into account the rapid development of Web technologies in the past
decade, it’s further not hard to imagine that services which provide
these features will be available soon. A few are already on the
way. One approach by Eternime3 "preserves your most important
thoughts, stories and memories for eternity". You are able to create
a digital avatar which close relatives can interact with post mortem.
While Eternime makes use of the content created by the user and
plays it back to close relatives, we attempt to take the idea one step
further to actually interacting with a deceased user. In this paper,
we closely follow the scenario raised in the episode Be Right Back
of Netflix’s series Black Mirror. The episode deals with the issues
of grief, memory, data, and ethics. In it, the protagonist and active
social media user Ash is suddenly killed. His girlfriend Martha starts
using a service which allows relatives to stay in touch with their
deceased loved ones. Through learning from past social media posts
by Ash, the service is able to generate new content impersonating
him.
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INTRODUCTION

2 Facebook overview of reporting a deceased person: https://www.facebook.com/help/
408583372511972/
3 http://eterni.me/

While the described Black Mirror episode provides (apart from
its ethical problems) a working technological example of the scenario, it is also imaginable that the company that is entrusted with
the data of the deceased may exploit it for commercial use or for influencing opinions of the living. In this paper, a scenario describing
a possible use of post mortem social media profiles will be given,
building on the mentioned Black Mirror episode. In relation to the
scenario, ethical and legal considerations will be raised. It will be
shown that beyond simply developing more powerful and intelligent (Web) technologies, there are still numerous unanswered
questions regarding the rights and wrongs of new technologies,
such as the development of artificial intelligence (AI). In this regard, we propose that there is a need for making the use of new
technologies on personal data more transparent and it will further
be discussed, how technology could play a role in an attempt to
detect unexpected use of such deceased digital profiles.
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SCENARIO

Laura is an active social media user and has accounts on multiple
platforms, which she uses daily. She is made aware that there is a
company that helps her to make use of all of the content she has
created after her death – to communicate with her loved ones with
the help of a digital avatar. Laura loves the idea that her friends and
family will be able to stay "in touch" as if she was still there and
proceeds to tick a box in her social platforms’ security and privacy
settings, to have her profile’s content analysed by the third party
company after her death. The company provides a service using
artificial intelligence (AI) to learn from Laura’s original content and
to create a digital avatar. The avatar is smart, it is able to interact
with close relatives and friends through a chat bot sharing thoughts
and feelings as if she had never been away. It shares past memories
and adventures and it publishes completely new content generated
by an AI on the bases of the original postings by Laura, following
her footsteps closely.
Under Laura’s consent to all of these features, however, the
company has also assumed to have the power to manipulate and
use Laura’s profile for their own ends. For example, the company
begins to:
(1) Exploit Laura’s profile and personal data in order to manipulate the conversations between the avatar Laura and her
family, playing with their emotional content, using sorrow
and grief as leverage for its own economic advantage (e.g.
pushing people to use the service more frequently, creating
a sort of addiction that holds people back from moving on).
(2) Disseminate specific messages (e.g. on political topics) which
Laura never would have agreed to.
(3) Share private information (e.g. from chats) which were not
meant to be shared.
(4) Publicly share Laura’s data.
(5) Sell Laura’s profile to advertising companies to create advertisements based on her and her friend’s profiles.
(6) Use Laura’s data for analytics and marketing purposes.
While these cases of further use are solely examples, there are
many more to think of. The general questions that can be raised
now are: How can Laura’s data be protected after she deceased?
How can Laura be confident that the company she entrusted her

data with after her death will not exploit the simple fact that she
cannot react to content newly created by her avatar? The following
section 3 attempts to discuss legal and ethical considerations on
how to deal with the content of deceased users.
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ETHICAL AND LEGAL PERSPECTIVES

Ethical considerations. As Laura gave her consent to have her
profile’s content analysed in order to create a digital version of herself after her death, the company is, in fact, able to manage Laura’s
profile, potentially engaging with, and effecting, the emotions of
the living – for example, Laura’s relatives and friends. In turn, it
also takes over as a manager and manufacturer of Laura’s memory.
On an individual level, considering the emotional connotations of
the deceased, this is power indeed. On a social level, considering
the meanings attached to death, and the deceased – for example
the finality associated with the concept – the company exercises an
ability to alter a construct which has been central to human society
for millennia. Unsurprisingly then, a number of fascinating ethical
questions emerge. For example:
• Are there any ethical templates which could be extrapolated
to provide guidance in relation to deceased’s digital profiles?
• Are there any clear wrongs which might be associated with
the use of deceased digital profiles?
Legal considerations. Ordinarily, one might look to law to provide a framework – or at least general rules – outlining the boundaries of legitimate conduct in any given scenario. In this case, however, areas of law which one might expect to regulate such an issue
appear not to be relevant. A prime example is data protection law.
Ostensibly, this looks highly relevant – it is, after all, the area of
law designed to protect rights in relation to the processing of individual’s data. Yet, the scope of data protection law in the EU tends
to exclude the deceased. Accordingly, the whole area of law cannot
apply to deceased digital profiles. The new General Data Protection
Regulation, GDPR, specifically states in Recital 27 that it does not
apply to the personal data of deceased persons, following the path
of the Directive 95/46/EC (cf. [5, 8, 9]). As with many technological
phenomena, perhaps the questions posed simply have not needed
to be subject to the cold steel of the lawmaker’s pen. This raises a
number of legal questions. For example:
• How far can consent go? Can consent be given "forever"?
• Which legitimate rights and interests might be recognized in
relation to deceased digital profiles – the deceased person’s
personality rights, relatives’ rights to a memory?
• Are there any areas of law already applicable and if so, what
principles do they outline – property law?
• Given the novelty of the scenario, what kind of regulation –
if any at all – would be beneficial?
The above ethical and legal considerations show the great uncertainty associated with the company’s use of the deceased digital
profile. Nevertheless, the obvious novel power the company has
obtained, the emotions involved on the part of living individuals
and the centrality of the concept of death to the social fabric mean
that certain assertions can be un-problematically made: 1) this is
an issue which would be of considerable public interest; 2) there is
the potential for great individual and social harm. In the light of

these two assertions, whilst it may be premature to declare specific
normative positions in relation to the use of deceased digital profiles, it is not premature to consider means by which such positions
may be arrived at – both individually and socially. In this regard,
a first step may be to consider how to make the phenomenon as
transparent as possible. For example, by devising means whereby
those engaging with such profiles might know they relate to the
deceased.
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WEB TECHNOLOGIES AND DATA MISUSE

While the scenario developed in the Black Mirror episode describes
a future perspective, the technologies needed to create a digital
avatar which automatically generates new content from learned
original content are already there. Machine learning technologies
enable text prediction, even to the scope of (semi-automatically)
generating completely new chapters from books like Harry Potter4 .
Natural Language Generation (or text generation) is a task in NLP
in which natural language text is automatically generated. There is
a large corpus of research works on these topics with some being
[14, 18]. Thus, for the purpose of this work, it is assumed that the
company controlling the profile of the user is able to automatically
generate new content to be published in the profile. However, the
goal of this section is not to analyse how the Black Mirror scenario
can be enabled, but how to tackle the issue of data misuse. In
the context of the proposed scenario, data ’misuse’ can not be
clearly defined (as the previous chapter discussed) from the legal
and ethical perspective. Also on the technological level it is by far
not trivial to clearly define where a useful feature ends and where
data exploitation starts. It can further be asked who decides what a
violation of the original poster’s data actually is, since the poster
herself cannot take action on future generated chats and posts by
their avatar. One way to tackle this problem might be to compare
the original postings to the new AI generated content. It could be
asked: Does the bot post in the same way the original poster would?
Are there changes on the emotional level? Are there changes in the
frequency, structure or content of postings? Of course, a clear line
cannot be drawn here either. However, answering these questions
may provide indicators which help to increase transparency in the
new content to protect the original poster in retrospect. Following,
a selection of current technologies and works will be discussed
which may enable to find indicators of data misuse in the described
context.
Topic Detection. A technology which can be proven rather helpful in detecting misuses in a social media profile, as was described
in the scenario of Sec 2, is Topic Detection or Topic Modeling. A topic
model is a type of statistical model for discovering topics occurring
in a text. One of the most famous topic modeling algorithms is
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2]. LDA works as following: it
represents a collection of documents as a mixture of topics and
a word in a document being attributed to a topic. Many works
have already proposed for topic modeling (detection) in social media [10, 21, 23], the one focusing on Twitter5 are surveyed in [11].
4 The

Botnik project provides a semi-automated method for text prediction to be used
by lay users http://botnik.org/
5 https://twitter.com/

The intuition here is that by applying topic detection first on content that was originally provided by the user herself, before her
death, one can extract the topics that she was interested in. For
example, if she used to have several posts similar to “I wish that you
all enjoy the sunshine today!” or to “The last Star Wars movie was
my favorite.” Hence it is being detected that she was mostly posting
about Weather and Movies. Later on, when the company manages
the profile, topic detection can be applied again. In that case if the
new detected topics are completely different to the previous ones,
e.g. there are many posts about Politics, that can be a hint of misuse.
Emotion/Sentiment Detection. Emotions and sentiments are
key in human to human communication, and therefore emotion
and sentiment detection play a major role in the advancement of
AI technologies [4]6 . In current research the application fields of
emotion detection and sentiment analysis is incredibly large and
includes numerous fields including market analysis (e.g. product
reviews) or psychology (e.g. suicide prevention), the prediction
of political events (e.g. elections) and many more. Especially the
social media platform Twitter proves to be a fruitful source of
emotion detection and sentiment analysis with around 300 million
users and approximately 500 million tweets per day. Giahanou and
Crestani [6] discuss a number of current approaches of sentiment
analysis and emotion detection including machine learning techniques, lexicon-based methods, hybrid methods and graph-based
techniques. This ongoing field of research and especially the efforts
incorporating microblogging platforms such as Twitter might also
be beneficial in the detection of the misuse of digital avatars. With
the analysis of emotion and sentiment, it could be systematically
investigated whether the digital avatar is suddenly beginning to
use sarcasm extensively (e.g. [7, 13, 17]), react to political events
(e.g. terror attacks) with different emotions than the original poster
(e.g. [3]), or the digital avatar suddenly posts hate speech (e.g. [19])
or suddenly shows different emotions towards certain celebrities
or products (e.g. [16]). When comparing both, the original postings and the postings by the digital avatar, and sudden emotional
changes take place regarding specific topics, it may be an indicator
that the AI is programmed to manipulate the people it interacts
with, deliver advertisement, or create political opinions the original
poster would not agree to.
Interaction Analysis of Content Consumers. Apart from the
analysis of changes in the postings and chats of the digital avatar
itself, the perspective of the consumers of this content could also
be taken. It could be analysed, how the living who have access to
the digital avatar change their reactions to the posts [22]. Are these
consumers sharing or ‘re-tweeting’ the content frequently? Are
they ‘liking’ the generated content or do they ignore it after all? Of
course, one could argue that the reactions friends and acquaintances
show towards the content of the living might be quite different to
the reactions they show regarding the generated content of a digital
avatar. However, it could still be an indicator of how well the digital
6 Both

terms – emotion and sentiment – are often used interchangeably in computer
science. According to Munezero et al. however, emotions are referred to as "brief
episodes of brain, autonomic, and behavioral changes", while sentiments are emotional
dispositions developed over a longer time period [15]. Both concepts play a major
role in analysing social media profiles and can be applied to textual content as well as
multimedia analysis.

avatar’s content is received. For instance, a frequent sharing and
liking of products or political messages may be an indicator for user
manipulation while reporting or even blocking the digital avatar’s
content may be an indicator for inappropriate or controversial
content. Out of people’s reactions to posts and chats, a sentiment
analysis could be performed. This may include an analysis of the
used Facebooks reaction emoji’s [20] or an in-depth analysis of
re-tweets on twitter [12].
It is clear that the provided examples only partially cover the
possibilities of making changes in social media posting behavior
transparent. For instance, the field of linguistic text analysis provides a broad tool set with a variety of approaches to examine a
text’s grammatical and morphological characteristics. Further analysis could also revolve around an investigation of the frequency
of postings or the media formats used (video, photo, text). However, it was shown that it is possible to monitor the interaction
of digital avatars with the world of the living and provide at least
transparency towards changes in their posting behavior to increase
the protection of a social media user.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper a future scenario on the use of social media profiles
of deceased users is presented, following Netflix’s Black Mirror
episode “Be Right Back”. The scenario describes that a digital avatar
of a user’s original posts is created which is programmed to generate
new content in the form of posts and chats.
In relation to it, we then made some ethical and legal considerations. Superficially, the scenario seems to depict a dark plot indeed.
As we think more carefully about the legal and ethical issues at
stake, however, uncertainty creeps in. Do we know that the company’s use of deceased digital profiles will be negative? As one
begins to think about the ethical issues the scenario raises, we are
immediately faced by the novelty of the situation and the difficulty
it brings in asserting any specific ethical framework – with its own
sets of normative certainties. Ordinarily, we might look to law to
provide – at least procedural – certainty. Yet here we meet the same
lack of clarity. The areas of law one might think most relevant –
such as data protection - seem not to apply. Despite the current lack
of ethical and legal guidance, we are not without a way forward.
The idea that people may have the chance to interact with their
deceased relatives is likely to have considerable impact. It has the
potential to evoke considerable emotional response, even harm,
on the part of the individuals concerned. It seems highly likely to
provoke clear responses from groups with certain moral positions
relating to the dead – religious groups, for example. What does
one do when faced by a phenomenon in relation to which there is
moral and legal uncertainty, yet which seems likely to have a strong
impact and be potentially problematic? The answer is to make it,
wherever possible, transparent. To put in place the mechanisms
which allow the gathering, on an individual and social level, of the
empirical data which allow clearer moral – and perhaps eventually
legal – judgments to be made. Here, it seems likely that technology
can play an important role. Current technologies enable to make
changes in social media postings transparent. Changes may occur
on the emotional level, on the topics used or the interaction with
followers, friends, and relatives. While these technologies cannot

clearly state when a user’s data has been misused, they help to find
indicators to be brought into context.
The scenario itself raises interesting questions about the way
in which technology can force questions about the physical world
in which we live. At its essence, the technology permits a form
of reanimation of the dead. This poses fundamental questions as
to how final death really is, and as to how close digital versions
of individuals can ever approximate the real thing. In turn, the
scenario forces us to reconsider the social overlays of morality
and law we currently apply to the living and the dead. What a
convenient and clear distinction this has proven to be, and what a
difficult situation we find ourselves in when the distinction is no
longer clear. It raises questions such as whether the deceased can
have rights, such as privacy rights, and how - if at all - these might
be effectively protected in law given they are no longer there to
protect themselves.
More abstractly, working on the scenario in the framework of
the workshop raises questions as to the sense in using ’Black Mirror’ scenarios as templates for consideration of ways to deal with
the problems of technology at all. Identifying Black Mirror scenarios sets a tone in which certain technologies are, from the outset,
painted as bad. Naturally, the response is then to consider means for
prevention. Yet, the reality of technology is seldom straightforward,
it is seldom possible to place it in one clear box marked ’bad, do not
open’. In our case, for example, perhaps the use of deceased digital
profiles could in fact be of great assistance in dealing with grief
and loss? In turn, perhaps such scenarios are in fact necessary in
themselves? It is through negative events – often visceral negative
events – that social conscience is awoken and social debate and decision making mechanisms are triggered. Take these away through
advance prevention, and this may opens the way for much more
insidious harms. Who is to say that these will not be considerably
worse?
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